Once there was an Intro Hamster named Bracenostril Gugmelflinch Von Einstein of Fartburger who was an owl. He owned a pie shop at night and in the day he was a hippo with a nose ring. One night, a sneaky thief went in the shop and said, "Can I steal all your stuff?"

"Sure," said the B.G.E. of F.

"Yay," said the sneaky thief. "Wait, I need some ropes to tie you up. You can't have a good robbery without ropes," he grumbled as 9898989898.98 police sirens blared outside.

"Do you have one of those instant messaging chips implanted in your brain, because I didn't see you using a telephone," said the sneaky thief.

"No," said the Hamster/Owl/Hippo with a nose ring. "I'm just psychic.

"I'm here," said the 0.02 police sirens finishing off the number.

And as the police cars carried him off he made one vow: "One day, I will return and steal all of the pies on Earth" (which is eggalumphian for the planet Eggalumph) as the police cars carried him away.

Bum Bum Brappppp! Oops.

Chapter 1: Here's a Riddle

One fine day in October last July in the Sppoyled Brratt household, the morning paper had come. It was drenched with ugly snow which is Eggalumphian for "Dog Droppings."

"Aaahh! That's some good smelling ugly snow," sad Bubble Burp Mega Dumb Sppoyled Brratt the 1,199th Jr.

"Look at the paper, Kids," said Scrooge.

"OK!" said the sandwich.

"Where's d sandwich/bagil/ordurve i hungy!" said Scrooge.

Poof! went Bagil.

Scrooge began to cry Whaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Poof! went Scrooge.
"Wow, Everything is going..." Poof! Went the person who was talking.

Poof! Everyone was sucked into another dimension called "Dimension R (Rated)."

"Yay," said the Pre-Pre-K Kid. "I always wanted to go to an R Rated Dimension," as it turned into a Dora Dimension.

"Ugh. It's too scary!" said the same kid.

Zoop! It changed into a stripey polka dot dimension.

Zap! Went Mr. Glupificationaryintalal.

Who's Mr. Whats-his-face?

Oh yeah, He's a lawyer from Canada.

(Chapter 2 which is Eggalumphian for Chapter 3 even though there wasn't a Chapter 2 yet)

Chapter 3: What comes next, the chicken or the egg?

And the answer is...

"The nose hair harp," said the...

Chapter 4

The person hoo anTserd d queescheion mai navore b known.

The Egerwop* Dictionary

Hello Friend = Mercury Butt

THE END

*A dumb language

That was a great dictionary?!?!

Chapter 97 – 92 (and for those who can’t do the math, 5)

Anyway, Bracenostril Gugmel Flinch von Einstien of Fartburger was planting his garden. Suddenly, the flowers began to sing.

“This is a prophecy, but first you have to water me.”
As if on cue, a fisherman flying overhead spilled his coffee (that explains the coffee stain earlier) and some splattered on the flowers. The fisherman was really the sneaky thief in disguise, but he was so inconspicuous, that no one noticed. Some of his accessories were:

- Stripy glasses from the jail
- Stick-on unibrow (to cover up his “I’m the sneaky thief, fear me” permanent tattoo)
- Fake mustache
- One black contact lens
- Fake clown Voldemort nose
- Huge Pippi Longstocking style shoes
- Lots of neon and bright colors
- Fake buck teeth with braces
- Fake beard (bright blue and homemade)

He was very pleased with his spying disguise, but as he was contemplating it, his fishing boat blew up. Suddenly, two big words fell out of the sky and crushed the hamster and the sneaky thief as he ate the pies. And the flowers sang:

“Oh coffee, this is the prophecy and here it is.
A bug will fart.
Fishing boat blown apart.
The final words will crush the rodent of Fart Burger.
The words will spell…”

THE END!!!

YAY!

“Wait!” Said Scrooge, who had no idea how dumb our stories are, “the pie stealer has to steal the pies and eat them!”

“He just did!” said Fishpoop*
“Oh” said Scrooge.

D END

*See cover page